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Richard Berry recently responded on Democratic Audit to NOTA UK member Rohin Vadera’s article “Democracy
demands that a ‘None of the Above’ option be added to ballot papers for UK elections” with an article which
suggested alternative reforms to UK voting arrangements. Here, the founder of NOTA UK, Jamie Stanley,
responds, finding fault with Berry’s critique. 

Russian President Vladimir Putin, and former Indian Prime Minister Manmohan Singh (bottom right), both countries which
use NOTA (Credit: Blog do Planalto, CC BY NC SA 2.0)

I welcome Richard Berry’s contribution to the debate on the merits of adding a None of the Above option to ballot
papers for UK elections, and with it the opportunity to clarify a few things. Richard misses the point of the NOTA
campaign on a number of levels. I will deal with each in order of importance.

The India Model

Richard begins his dismissal of NOTA with a clear logical fallacy. He acknowledges that the NOTA mechanism used
in India is ‘faux-NOTA’ or ‘NOTA-lite’, a kind of token gesture with no formalised consequences for the result if the
majority choose it. He then cites the fact that only a small % of voters made use of it at the last election to imply that
NOTA would make no discernible difference if added to UK ballot papers. But this omits the obvious fact that an
absence of formalised consequences renders the Indian version of NOTA meaningless and in doing so offers no
more incentive for disillusioned voters to take part than if it were not there at all. The difference between a NOTA
option with formalised consequences for the result and ‘faux-NOTA’ cannot be emphasised enough. Yet this is
downplayed as a dubious way of discrediting NOTA outright.

Claims Unsupported by Evidence
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These are numerous. The author states: “the notion that significant numbers of voters refuse to participate at the
moment because they lack a formal mechanism for registering discontent is far-fetched.”

No explanation for this is offered. He then compounds this assumption further by playing the class card and
suggesting that people on lower incomes are not intellectually equipped to engage thoughtfully at election time:
“simply being in a position to choose it (NOTA) requires a level of political engagement that is unthinkable for
millions of citizens” Apparently, for such people: “attending a polling station to vote for ‘none of the above’ is in
almost every respect the very same activity as attending a polling station to vote for a party.”

The inference here is that apathy and ignorance are the main drivers of voter abstinence, as if it has nothing to do
with antipathy and the view held by large swathes of the population that they have no representation in parliament.
Voting NOTA is, by definition, the exact opposite activity of voting for a party. It is the act of formally withholding
consent and rejecting all parties and candidates on offer for reasons of conscience, and, by extension, demanding
better choices. The notion that non-voters – predominantly people on lower incomes, according to Richard – would
not be able to discern this for themselves is beyond patronising.

Achievable Reform

The crux of Richard’s article is the suggestion that his three proposed reforms would be more effective than NOTA
and that the latter is therefore not worth bothering with in the first place. But this could not be further from the truth.

The three reforms he describes are desirable ones, but they are not essential or central to the concept of democracy
itself. As such, they can be (and routinely are) paid lip service to and roundly ignored by the UK’s political
establishment. The current system works just fine for them, so why would they change it unless they absolutely had
to?

By contrast, NOTA represents a democratic prerequisite: the ability to formally withhold consent at an election
(consent being a central pillar of democracy, only truly measurable if it is possible to withhold consent). For this
reason, once properly understood and once firmly embedded in the collective consciousness, NOTA would become
an achievable reform, an inevitable future government concession. Why? Because to argue against a democratic
prerequisite is to argue against democracy itself, something no member of the UK political establishment can ever
be seen to be doing (even if they are anti-democratic in practice).

This is what sets NOTA apart from all other desirable reforms. The fact that it would be achievable in the short to mid
term, with enough understanding of and support for it, is precisely the reason why it should be the ground zero of
electoral reform for all those seeking to modernise and improve our democracy at this time.

All in all, Richard’s article is an attempt to discredit an idea whose time has come founded on baseless assumption
and logical fallacy. For those wishing to find out more about our campaign, a good starting point is NOTA UK’s video
series ‘NOTA Explained‘.

—

Note: this post represents the views of the author, and not those of Democratic Audit or the LSE. Please read our
comments policy before posting. 

—
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http://notauk.org/nota-video-series/
http://www.democraticaudit.com/?page_id=700


Jamie Stanley is a professional recording artist, music producer and founder of NOTA UK,
campaigning since 2010 for an official ‘None of the Above’ option to be included on ballot papers
for all future UK elections. His personal website can be found here.
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